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said the Gaxeta Pokka, the nation was faced by enormous diffi-
culties, uncertainty, hunger, and danger, but Pilsudski was there
with his mysterious power of overcoming the impossible. Now
the Poles had to solve their problems themselves. "Nobody will
gaze for us in the cold eyes of fate with unafraid look, nobody
will answer for us	But the ideals of Pilsudski must be followed
and served: Never to sacrifice to-morrow for to-day, reality for
fiction, justice for success, honesty for power, truth for applause,
conviction for privilege—to fight only for a cause, not for influence,
for ideas and not for words." Other papers spoke of 1935 as a
time of the maturing and formation of "new shapes of actuality"
for Poland rendered difficult and oppressive by the struggle
with the economic crisis, but facts must be faced boldly.
ukrainians' trial
The trial of the accomplices of the man who murdered Pieracki,
the Minister of the Interior, in Warsaw in 1934 (p. 358) was begun
in the Warsaw Tribunal on November 18. The murderer himself
was known, but was in hiding abroad—George Maciejko, a
member of the terrorist Ukrainian National Organization—
"O.U.N." He was only zo, and worked in an engraving establish-
ment in Lwow, where in May 1934 he was ordered by Bandera,
a chief of the Organization, to go to Warsaw to kill the Minister.
As far back as November 1933, Pierackfs movements had been
kept under observation by two other members of the O JJJNL
Everything came off according to plan. After Maciejko had shot
the Minister he fled from Warsaw to Lwow, where he r^naioed
concealed till the end of June and through the whole of July*
while he was being hunted for everywhere by the police. Oa
August 5 he contrived to cross the frontier Jnto Czec^skwakia,
where he took refuge. He had got dean away, but the police*
after months of investigation* succeeded m arresting Us a«>-
complices a#d other Ukrainian terrorists comeeted ie ouse wafer
another with the murder. The indictment of the acoised iBbd 2ge>
typewritten pages, and named 144 witnesses and experts, TJfae
prisoaers, 12 in number,had already uadeigooe pmBBK
nations, and their depositions been ^pbced cm ie€soi«L

